Do you want
to make an
impact on
people’s lives?

As I have navigated through my professional life, I
have always embraced change. My background has
always bridged between design and technology, soft
skills and hard skills, stories and science. I am what you
could call a “hybrid professional”.
This is why I am thrilled to be part of an organization
with a 150-year history of embracing change from
telegraph cables to radio waves and intelligent audio
engineering.
At GN, I have not only found myself challenged and
inspired by great mentors and peers, but I have been
humbled and taught that there is much more to learn,
in effectiveness and experience; from achieving more
together as a team to fostering further my
problem-solving skills.

Join GN’s global Graduate
Program and be part of
Making Life Sound Better
GN is a global company with more than 6,500 employees worldwide that
produces high-tech hearing aids and headsets for calls, music and sports
is sound. We specialize in consumer, professional and medical-grade
solutions with the ambition of being the leader in intelligent audio and
integrated digital video solutions. Our largest brands are ReSound and
Jabra – both are distributed worldwide.
A career in an industry leading engineering department
We need talented engineers across all engineering disciplines to join our
global team of 900 strong researchers and developers who over the past
decade have brought GN to the absolute technological forefront of our
industry.

These experiences inspire me to aspire, to be and do
more. Needless to say, it seems that I have finally
found a place for unique hybrids like myself.
Nermen Ghoniem

Innovations in sound
Software, audio and acoustics are at the heart of what we do.
At GN Audio, we have created the world’s first active-noise-cancelling
microphone, the world’s first Bluetooth® headset and the world’s first
wireless sports headphones with integrated heart-rate monitor - just to
name a few. At GN Hearing our world’s first legacy include: 2.4 GHz technology in hearing aids for direct connectivity, Binaural Directionality for
leading natural sound, the world’s first Made for iPhone hearing aid with
direct stereo sound streaming and the world’s first cloud-based remote
fine-tuning solution.

Corporate language:
English

Number of employees:
6,500

Make your mark as an
Engineering Graduate in GN
ence for people’s everyday life, a great network of peers, a steep learning
curve, management exposure and a rotation abroad.

Location:
Headquarter in Ballerup,
Greater Copenhagen

within these fields:
IT | Engineering

As an Engineering Graduate, you will work on innovative research proj ects and be an active participant in the product development pipeline
in the area best suited to your own education and skills. You will rotate
through related departments across GN Audio and GN Hearing to gain
a well-rounded skillset within your area of interest.
Get more insight on our Graduate Program at
www.gn.com/Working-with-us/Graduate-Program
Application deadline is April 5, 2021 and start-date will be in September 2021.

Full-time jobs | Internships | Student jobs | Working abroad |
Graduate Program | Cooperation on Master Thesis and PhD Projects

